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Privacy Policy
1.1

Purpose

1

The terms regarding Privacy Policy (“4ART Privacy Policy”) describe the procedures
regarding the collection, use and disclosure of personal data collected by 4ART Company while using
the 4ART Website or information and/or documents received from Users during the Crowdcontribution.
2

Personal data has the meaning as given by the Swiss Federal Act on Data Protection and the
Ordinance to the Federal Act on Data Protection (“Personal Data”). The data controller (i.e. the legal
entity responsible for the purpose and content of the data file) is 4ART Company.
1.2

Consent

1

By using the 4ART Website and/or participating in the Crowdcontribution, the User consents
to the 4ART Privacy Policy and to 4ART Company processing Personal Data for the purposes
exposed in the 4ART Privacy Policy. If User does not agree to the 4ART Privacy Policy, he/she is
required to refrain from using the 4ART Website and/or participating in the Crowdcontribution. The
User’s consent to the 4ART Privacy Policy followed by the User’s submission of Personal Data
represents his/her explicit agreement to the collection, processing, storage and, when applicable,
deletion of Personal Data by 4ART Company as described in the 4ART Privacy Policy.
1.3

Changes to the Policy

1

4ART Company reserves the right, at its discretion, to change, modify, add, or remove
portions from the 4ART Privacy Policy at any time. The User will be notified of such changes. The
User’s continued use of the 4ART Website following the posting of changes to these 4ART Privacy
Policy means that the User accepts these changes. It is the User’s responsibility to check the 4ART
Privacy Policy regularly to be informed of any changes. If the User does not agree to the 4ART Privacy
Policy (including any amendments), then the User should immediately cease using the 4ART Website.
1.4
1

Personal Data Collected and Processed

The 4ART Privacy Policy applies to all information that is received during the User’s visit to or
use of the 4ART Website and/or creation of an Account and/or participation in the Crowdcontribution.
When the User visits the 4ART Website, details of the User’s access may be automatically registered,
including the date and time of the User’s visit, which browser the User is using, login dates, the date
and time the User accessed the 4ART Website, length of time the User spent on the 4ART Website,
The User’s browsing history (recorded by the text and graphics files that compose that page), the
User’s operating system version, the User’s IP address, the place of connection, the volume of data
transferred, the links that the User may follow, the webpages and content of the 4ART Website that
the User views, the duration of such viewing as well as any other similar information and statistics that
relate to the User’s interactions with the 4ART Website.

2

This information and data is collected automatically by 4ART Company in particular through
cookies (including performance and tracking cookies, functional cookies, technical cookies, browser
cookies, token, web beacons and other tracking technologies). Such details may also be collected
through third party application and content tools such as Google Analytics (see Clause 1.7).
3

4ART Company may also collect Personal Data that the User provides as part of the
registration to the Crowdcontribution and the administration and personalization of the Account, such
as the User’s name, surname, the User’s Ethereum address or other cryptocurrency account details,
details of the User’s wallet, email address, phone number, government-issued identification and other
contact information.
4

1.5
1

4ART Company may also collect the following Personal Data:
−

Transactional information, including information about the number of 4ART Payment Token
the User purchases;

−

User preferences, such as newsletter, community choices and other information the User
selects in the Account when registering on the 4ART Website or indicated by the User’s use
of the 4ART Website. 4ART Company may use the User’s email address and/or the User’s
Account to send updates, newsletters or news regarding 4ART Company and/or the
Crowdcontribution and/or other offers that may be of interest to the User. 4ART Company
may supplement information the User provides with information received from third parties.
When the User uses the 4ART Website, the User may submit information and content to the
Account and otherwise transmit information to 4ART Company or to other Users, 4ART
Company stores this information and registration information so that 4ART Company can
provide the User with personalized features. In addition to the information contained in the
4ART Privacy Policy, the 4ART Website may provide Users with additional and contextual
information concerning particular services or the collection and processing of Personal Data
upon request.

Usage of Personal Data

4ART Company collects Personal Data for correctly performing any contractual obligations.
Furthermore, 4ART Company collects Personal Data about Users to provide Users with the 4ART
Website and improve the 4ART Website features, to enable Users to enjoy and easily navigate the
4ART Website, to keep a detailed list of the Users of the Crowdcontribution, to keep the User updated
about the advances of the 4ART Project, to administer the Account and, eventually, to propose some
services or products that may be of interest to the User. The User understands and agrees that
transactional information will be made public on the Ethereum blockchain and, therefore, disclosed to
anyone. 4ART Company will use Personal Data to provide Users with a better service, and in
particular to: keep internal records; communicate with the User; provide the User with information
about new products available, blog posts, promotions, special offers and other information;
personalize promotional offers, in particular based upon User’s activity and User’s transaction history;
respond to User questions and comments; send Users a potential 4ART Company newsletter, unless
the User unsubscribes; prevent potentially prohibited or illegal activities ; conduct research and
compile statistics on usage patterns; process transactions; manage the Account; enforce the Terms;
comply with the legal requirements of 4ART Company; as otherwise described to Users at the point of
collection.

2

If the User contacts 4ART Company via email to the email addresses set out on the 4ART
Website, 4ART Company will keep a record of that correspondence. Within the applicable rules and
regulations, 4ART Company may use the collected information to analyze the User’s preferences and
habits, personalize the use of the 4ART Website as well as enhance the 4ART Website and all of its
functions.
1.6

Cookies, Token, Web Beacons and other Tracking Technology

1

Tracking information is automatically collected about all visitors to the 4ART Website. This
information consists of both individual and aggregated tracking information and is automatically
gathered using "cookies". A cookie is a small data file containing information, such as a user's login
name, that is written to the user's hard drive by a web server and used to track the pages visited.
4ART Company uses cookies in several ways to track user behavior. Cookies store visitors'
preferences and past activity on the 4ART Website in order to provide better service to visitors. The
information 4ART Company gathers on an individual basis is used for advertising and internal
purposes, such as accessing a member's account information. 4ART Company also uses tracking
information on an aggregate basis, to track the usage of the 4ART Website, to analyze traffic patterns
on the 4ART Website, and to provide anonymous reporting of usage for internal and external clients.
In all cases, cookies used by 4ART Company are encoded and contain a unique digital signature to
prevent tampering. They do not contain user passwords. Cookies allow 4ART Company to store
information on the server (for example language preferences, technical information, click or path
information, etc.) to help make the web experience better for visitors and to conduct site analysis and
4ART Website performance review. Most web browsers are set up to accept cookies, although visitors
can reset to refuse all cookies or to indicate when a cookie is being sent. Note, however, that some
portions of the 4ART Website may not work properly if a visitor refuses cookies. 4ART Company may
also use a “Web beacon” on the 4ART Website (also known as an “action tag”, a “tracking pixel” or
“clear GIF technology”), or similar technology, which helps analyze the effectiveness of 4ART
Websites by measuring, for example, the number of visitors to a site, how many visitors clicked on key
elements of a site or what Web pages were visited. 4ART Company uses cookies, token, web beacon
and other tracking technology to facilitate access to the 4ART Website and analyze the traffic and
usage of the 4ART Website, as well as identify malfunctions. It also allows 4ART Company to
enhance the experience with the 4ART Website as well as improve its content and conception, in
particular depending on visitor preferences. They may also be used for marketing purposes. 4ART
Company may collaborate with other companies that place cookies, token, web beacons or other
tracking technology on the 4ART Website. These companies help 4ART Company in the management
of the 4ART Website and offer additional services and products. The use of these technologies by
such third parties is subject to their own conditions, privacy rules and terms of use, which are not
covered by this 4ART Privacy Policy and for which 4ART Company does not have any responsibility.
Visitors or Users may choose to deactivate the use of some or all of the cookies at any time by
selecting appropriate parameters on the navigator (as the case may be, with the exception of technical
cookies necessary for the functioning of the 4ART Website). However, deactivation of this kind might
prevent the use of certain and/or all functions of the 4ART Website.
1.7
1

Google Analytics

The 4ART Website may use Google Analytics, an Internet site analysis service supplied by
Google Inc. (“Google”). Google Analytics uses cookies. The data generated by the cookies
concerning the use of the 4ART Website (including visitors IP addresses) will be forwarded to, and
stored by, Google on servers located in particular in the United States. Google will use this information
to evaluate the visitor’s use of the 4ART Website, compile reports on site activity for its publisher and

provide other services relating to the activity of the 4ART Website and the use of the internet. The use
of Google Analytics on the Website may also integrate Google Analytics Advertising Features,
especially for marketing and remarketing purposes. Such features may include the use of first-party
cookies (Google Analytics cookies; https://www.google.com/policies/technologies/types/) and
third-party cookies (such as the DoubleClick cookie).
2

Google may release the data received to third parties if there is a legal obligation to do so or
when the third parties process these data for the account of Google including, in particular, the
publisher of the 4ART Website. Google will not cross-reference visitor’s IP address with any other data
held by Google. Visitors may deactivate the use of cookies by selecting appropriate parameters in the
navigator. Please check the browser’s cookie settings support pages regarding instructions to be
followed. Google has itself developed and Opt-out Browser add-on that offers to optout of Google’s
Analytics program in relation to various browsers (including Microsoft Internet Explorer, Google
Chrome,
Mozilla
Firefox,
Apple
Safari
and
Opera).
It
is
available
on
https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout/.
3

Please note however that deactivation of this kind might prevent the use of certain functions of
the 4ART Website. By using the 4ART Website, visitors / Users specifically consent to the processing
of Personal Data by Google under the conditions and for the purposes described above.
1.8

Data Sharing and Transfer

1

Personal Data may be accessed, processed and stored as necessary for the uses stated in
para 1.5 above in accordance with this 4ART Privacy Policy. While 4ART Company may share
Personal Data with agents and contractors in order to perform the functions listed in para 1.5,
including hosting services, we require that they treat Personal Data, and limit their use, in accordance
with the standards specified in this 4ART Privacy Policy and according to the same security standards
as those used by 4ART Company. The User understands and agrees that 4ART Company may
transfer Personal Data to a third party for hosting or processing purposes. 4ART Company is not
responsible for circumvention of any privacy settings or security measures contained on the 4ART
Website. The User understands and acknowledges that, even after removal, copies of Personal Data
may remain viewable in cached and archived pages or if other Users have copied or stored Personal
Data.
2

4ART Company may share the collected information with outside companies or agents in
relation to technological maintenance, hosting, payment processing (if applicable) or working on behalf
of 4ART Company for the Website. Such transfer is made to help or participate in the Website’s
operation, in particular by managing, hosting or maintaining the Website, or to conduct research,
monitor and analyze the network’s status. 4ART Company shall create any required agreement with
such outside companies or agents to ensure that data recipients guarantee adequate data protection
at all times. The collected data may be passed on without restriction to any subsidiary or affiliates of
4ART Company, which shall guarantee and be subject to the same data protection requirements as
4ART Company. Personal Data collected through the contact form shall only be transferred, as the
case may be, for the purpose of answering queries. Users expressly consent to a transmission of data
between countries where it will be kept and used as appropriate, being specified that 4ART Company
shall respect all applicable rules and regulations and shall adopt all required and necessary measures
prior to the transmission of data abroad. 4ART Company may transfer the collected Personal Data to
any government and law enforcement officials or private parties as it, in its sole discretion, believes
necessary or appropriate to respond to claims and legal actions (including but not limited to
subpoenas), to protect the property and rights of 4ART Company or a third party, to protect the safety

of the public or any person, or to prevent or stop any activity that may be considered to be, or to pose
a risk of being, illegal, unethical or legally actionable.
3

4ART Company may transfer Personal Data to any other service providers for the purpose of
delivering services to 4ART Company or its affiliated entities. Such service providers will process
Personal Data and will be solely responsible for it after the transfer by 4ART Company. Users / visitors
hereby expressly agree that 4ART Company may transfer their Personal Data to service providers
located abroad, with a similar level of protection as Switzerland and that the providers will process
Personal Data under their sole responsibility and be subject to the laws applicable in their country.
1.9

Big Data

1

4ART Company may use only non-identifiable aggregated data collected through the Service
to analyze Website usage and system performance (“Big Data”). Big Data does not contain Personal
Data (even by recoupment of information or of Personal Data). Users / visitors understand and agree
that Big Data may be used by 4ART Company and shared with third parties in any manner. 4ART
Company may share Big Data and/or aggregated information that does not include Personal Data or
log data with third parties for analysis and other purposes.
1.10 Security
1

4ART Company uses standard technology and security precautions, rules and other
procedures to protect personal information from unauthorized access, improper use, disclosure, loss
or destruction. It is of the User’s or visitor’s personal responsibility to ensure that the computer that is
used is adequately secured and protected against malicious software, such as Trojans, computer
viruses and worm programs. 4ART Company has implemented suitable security policies, rules and
technical measures to protect and safeguard the Personal Data under its control from unauthorized
access, improper use or disclosure, unauthorized modification, unlawful destruction or accidental loss.
All employees of 4ART Company and data processors that have access to, and are associated with
the processing of Personal Data, are obliged to respect the confidentiality of user / visitor information.
2

Users / visitors acknowledge that the use of the internet is not safe and that there are certain
inherent risks to Personal Data. 4ART Company shall make reasonable efforts to protect Personal
Data but it cannot guarantee or warrant that Personal Data is safe and protected from unauthorized
third party access and theft and, therefore, waives all liability in this respect.
1.11 Access to the Data / Users’ rights regarding their Personal Data
1

A User has the right to know whether and, if so, which Personal Data relating to the User
4ART Company processes, and may request a copy of such Personal Data.
2

Within the scope of the applicable law, Users further have the right to correct or supplement
their Personal Data, to object to the processing of their Personal Data or (under certain circumstances)
to request the deletion of their Personal Data. Users may also defend themselves against the
processing of certain Personal Data and may demand that data processing be restricted. Moreover,
Users have the right to receive their personal data on a computer-readable data carrier and to transfer
it to a third party. Please note that the restriction or deletion of personal data may conflict with
contractual obligations and my make it impossible for 4ART Company, among other things, to fulfill
agreements or to send any communications and invitations.

3

Users have the right to assert their data protection rights at any time.

4

For contact details reference is made to section 1.15 below. In this context, we reserve the
right to correspond electronically (in particular by email).
5

If Users do not approve of 4ART Company’s data processing, they may report this to the
competent data protection authority. In Switzerland this is the Federal Data Protection and Information
Commissioner (FDPIC).
1.12 Business Transfers
1

4ART Company may sell, transfer or otherwise share some or all of its assets, including
Personal Data and Big Data, in connection with a merger, acquisition, reorganization or sale of assets
or in the event of bankruptcy or insolvency event. Users / visitors consent to this 4ART Privacy Policy
followed by the submission of Personal Data representing the explicit agreement to that transfer.
1.13 Links to other sites
1

The 4ART Website may contain links to other sites. Other sites may also reference or link to
the 4ART Website. This 4ART Privacy Policy does not apply to websites that are operated by third
parties or under their control and are not affiliated with 4ART Company. 4ART Company is not
responsible for the privacy policies or the content of such other sites.
1.14 How may we be contacted?
1

If Users would like to assert their rights with respect to their Personal Data, have questions or
concerns regarding the processing of Personal Data or have other questions in connection with data
protection, they may contact us as follows:
4ARTechnologies Holding AG
Chamerstrasse 44
6331 Hünenberg
Switzerland
info@4art-technologies.com

2

Miscellaneous

1

The User agrees that if any portion of these Terms is found illegal or unenforceable, in whole
or in part, such provision shall, as to such jurisdiction, be ineffective solely to the extent of such
determination of invalidity or unenforceability without affecting the validity or enforceability thereof in
any other manner or jurisdiction and without affecting the remaining provisions of the Terms, which
shall continue to be in full force and effect.
2

Except as otherwise provided in these Terms, these Terms and the rights and obligations of
the parties hereunder will be binding upon and inure to the benefit of their respective successors,
assigns, heirs, executors, administrators and legal representatives. 4ART Company may assign any of
its rights and obligations under these Terms.

3

The failure of 4ART Company to enforce any of the provisions of these Terms or any rights
with respect thereto shall in no way be considered as a waiver of such provisions or rights or in any
way affect the validity of these Terms.
4

The Terms govern the creation, allocation, distribution, ownership and use of 4ART Payment
Token and supersede any public statements and other documentation about the launch of 4ART
Payment Token and/or the Smart Contract System made by anyone in the past, present and future.
5

The applicable law is Swiss law. Any dispute arising out of or in connection with the creation,
allocation, distribution, ownership or use of 4ART Payment Token, or the development and execution
of the 4ART Project shall be finally settled by the ordinary courts of the registered domicile of 4ART
Company.
6

Contact: 4ARTechnologies Holding AG, Chamerstrasse 44, 6331 Hünenberg, Switzerland,
info@4art-technologies.com
1 January 2019

Appendix 1: Specific Terms of the Crowdcontribution
#

Parameter

Value

1

TOKEN NAME

4ART Payment Token

2

TICKER

4AC

3

PLATFORM

ERC20

4

DECIMALS

18

5

TOKEN SUPPLY

6'500'000'000

6

SUPPLY ROUNDS

Only one emission. Unsold and unreserved Token are kept as a reserve.

7

TOKEN USAGE

Means of payment in the art sector and to pay for 4ART Utility Token in
connection with usage of the 4ART Software (price based on the exchange
rate as traded on third party exchanges at the time of payment, discount
possible at the discretion of 4ART Company or affiliated company)

8

INITIAL PRICE

1 4ART Payment Token = EUR 0.30

9

COUNTRY

Switzerland, Zug

10

RESTRICTED
JURISDICTIONS

United States, Canada, China, Iran, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea,
Syria, Sudan, Cuba, Burma, Côte d’Yvoire and other countries according to the
latest sanction lists of the EU, US, OECD or Switzerland

11

KYC

Yes, level of KYC checks depending on amount of investment

12

ICO PHASES

Pre-Sale & Crowdsale

13

BONUSES

Available:
− Pre-sale round 1: Approx. 73%
− Pre-sale round 2: Approx. 67%
− Pre-sale round 3: Approx. 33%

14

ACCEPTED
CURRENCIES

BTC, ETH, LTC, FIAT (CHF, EUR)

15

HARDCAP - ICO

EUR 250 million

16

SOFTCAP - ICO

EUR 15 million

17

MIN INVESTMENT

EUR 500

18

MAX INVESTMENT

Unrestricted

19

TOKEN DELIVERY

20

PRE-SALE

21

CROWDSALE

22

TOKEN
ALLOCATION

Shortly after receipt of contribution and completion of KYC/AML checks (in no
case later than 60 days after receipt of contribution)
− Round 1: Closed group
− From 25 June 2018 until 8 July 2018
− Maximum token supply: 312.5 million
− Price: EUR 0.08
− Round 2: Pre-Sale
− From 9 July 2018 until 30 August 2018
− Maximum token supply: 300 million
− Price: EUR 0.10
−
Round 3: ICO Early Bird
− From 31 August 2018 until 30 October 2018
− Maximum token supply: 300 million
− Price: EUR 0.20
From 31 October 2018 until 31 December 2018
Maximum token supply: 450 million billion
Price: EUR 0.30
− Closed group, pre-sale and crowdsale: 1'362.5 million
− Allocation to future 4ART Utility Token (and, therefore, these 4ART
Payment Tokens will be burnt after the Crowdcontribution): 2'991.5 million
− First subscription: 1'500 million
− Affiliate programs: 364 million
− Flexible token pot: 100 million

23

LOCK PERIOD

− Bounty program: 65 million
− Partnerships: 39 million
− Core team: 39 million
− Advisors: 39 million
Closed group: 6 months
First subscription:
− Year 1: 85%
− Year 2: 75%
− Year 3: 60%
− Year 4: No restrictions
Core team:
− Year 1: 85%
− Year 2: 60%
− Year 3: No restrictions

APPENDIX 2: RESTRICTIONS FOR US PERSONS OR PERSONS RESIDING IN A
COUNTRY UNDER UN-, EU-, CH- OR US- EMBARGO JURISDICTION
If You are a US Person or if you are located in the United States of America:
4ART TOKEN WILL NOT BE AND HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED WITH THE SEC UNDER
THE US SECURITIES ACT OF 1933, AS AMENDED ("US SECURITIES ACT") OR ANY
STATE SECURITIES LAWS OF THE UNITES STATES OF AMERICA ("US"). "US" MEANS
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ITS TERRITORIES AND POSSESSIONS, ANY STATE
OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
THESE TERMS AND ANY OTHER DOCUMENT OR MATERIAL IN CONNECTION WITH THE
OFFER OR SALE, OR INVITATION FOR SUBSCRIPTION OR PURCHASE, OF 4ART TOKEN
MAY NOT BE CIRCULATED OR DISTRIBUTED, NOR MAY 4ART TOKEN BE OFFERED OR
SOLD OR DELIVERED, OR BE MADE THE SUBJECT OF AN INVITATION FOR
SUBSCRIPTION OR PURCHASE, WHETHER DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, TO PERSONS
RESIDING OR LOCATED IN THE US OR TO OR FOR THE ACCOUNT OR BENEFIT OF US
PERSONS AS DEFINED IN REGULATIONS UNDER THE US SECURITIES ACT ("US
PERSON").
IF YOU ARE A US PERSON OR IF YOU ARE LOCATED OR RESIDING IN THE US, YOU
MAY BE SUBJECT TO REGULATORY, CRIMINAL OR FRAUD ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES
IF YOU PARTICIPATE TO THE CROWDCONTRIBUTION. YOU ARE THEREFORE NOT
ENTITLED TO PARTICIPATE TO THE CROWDCONTRIBUTION AND MAY NEITHER
DIRECTLY NOR INDIRECTLY PURCHASE 4ART TOKEN THROUGH ANY MEANS, BE IT
ON THE PRIMARY OR THE SECONDARY MARKET, IF YOU ARE A US PERSON OR IF YOU
ARE LOCATED IN THE US.
IT IS YOUR SOLE RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE THAT YOU ARE NOT A US PERSON OR
THAT YOU ARE NOT SUBJECT TO THE U.S JURISDICTION.
IF YOU PARTICIPATE TO THE CROWDCONTRIBUTION, YOU REPRESENT AND
WARRANT THAT:
●

YOU ARE NOT A US PERSON;

●

YOU ARE NOT RESIDING OR LOCATED IN THE US AND ARE NOT PARTICIPATING
IN THE CROWDCONTRIBUTION FROM THE US;

●

YOU ARE NOT ACTING ON BEHALF OF A PRINCIPAL WHO IS A US PERSON OR
LOCATED INSIDE THE US;

●

YOU ARE NOT GIVING AN ORDER
CROWDCONTRIBUTION FROM THE US

TO

PARTICIPATE

IN

THE

THE 4ART COMPANY WILL TAKE TECHNICAL MEASURES TO MAKE SURE YOU
CANNOT PARTICIPATE TO THE CROWDCONTRIBUTION FROM THE U.S ("US BAN"). IF

YOU, VIA TECHNICAL AND / OR OTHER MEANS CIRCUMVENT 4ART COMPANY'S US
BAN, 4ART COMPANY WILL HAVE FULFILLED ITS DUTY AND WILL NOT BE HELD
LIABLE FOR BREACH OF ANY US REGULATIONS, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE US SECURITIES ACT ("BREACH").
IN CASE 4ART COMPANY OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATED ENTITES IS HELD LIABLE
ANYHOW DUE TO SUCH BREACH, YOU AGREE TO FULLY INDEMNIFY 4ART COMPANY
AND ANY OF ITS AFFILIATED ENTITIES FOR ANY DAMAGE OR LOSS (INCLUDING
REPUTATIONAL) INCURRED AS A RESULT OF SUCH BREACH, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO ANY PENALTY, ATTORNEY'S OR COURT FEES.

If You are residing in a country under UN-. EU-, CH- or US- embargo jurisdiction:
THESE TERMS AND ANY OTHER DOCUMENT OR MATERIAL IN CONNECTION WITH THE
OFFER OR SALE, OR INVITATION FOR SUBSCRIPTION OR PURCHASE, OF 4ART TOKEN
MAY NOT BE CIRCULATED OR DISTRIBUTED, NOR MAY 4ART TOKEN BE OFFERED OR
SOLD OR DELIVERED, OR BE MADE THE SUBJECT OF AN INVITATION FOR
SUBSCRIPTION OR PURCHASE, WHETHER DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, TO PERSONS
RESIDING OR LOCATED IN COUNTRIES SUBJECT TO A UN-, EU-, CH- OR US EMBARGO
JUSRISDICTION.
ANY RESIDENTS OR CITIZENS OF ANY OTHER GEOGRAPHIC AREA THAT IS SUBJECT
TO UN, US-, EU-, CH- OR ANY OTHER SOVEREIGN COUNTRY SANCTIONS OR
EMBARGOES OR HAS ANY AFFILIATION TO SUCH SANCTIONS SHALL NOT BE
ENTITLED TO USE THE WEBSITE AND PARTICIPATE IN THE CROWDCONTRIBUTION.
IF YOU ARE LOCATED OR RESIDING IN A UN-, EU-, CH- OR US EMBARGO
JUSRISDICTION, YOU MAY BE SUBJECT TO REGULATORY, CRIMINAL OR FRAUD
ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES IF YOU PARTICIPATE TO THE CROWDCONTRIBUTION.
YOU ARE THEREFORE NOT ENTITLED TO PARTICIPATE TO THE 4ART
CROWDCONTRIBUTION AND MAY NEITHER DIRECTLY NOR INDIRECTLY PURCHASE
4ART TOKEN THROUGH ANY MEANS, BE IT ON THE PRIMARY OR THE SECONDARY
MARKET, IF YOU ARE RESIDING IN A COUNTRY UNDER UN-, EU-, CH- OR US EMBARGO
JURISDICTION.
IT IS YOUR SOLE RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE THAT YOU ARE NOT RESIDING IN A
COUNTRY UNDER UN-, EU-, CH- OR US EMBARGO JURISDICTION AND THAT YOU ARE
NOT SUBJECT TO ANY SUCH JURISDICTIONS.
IF YOU PARTICIPATE TO THE CROWDCONTRIBUTION, YOU REPRESENT AND
WARRANT THAT:
●

YOU ARE NOT LOCATED IN A COUNTRY UNDER UN-, EU-, SWISS- OR US
EMBARGO JURISDICTION;

●

YOU ARE NOT PARTICIPATING TO THE CROWDCONTRIBUTION FROM ANY
COUNTRY UNDER UN-, EU-, SWISS- OR US EMBARGO JURISDICTION;

●

YOU ARE NOT ACTING ON BEHALF OF A PRINCIPAL LOCATED IN ANY
COUNTRY UNDER UN-, EU-, SWISS- OR US EMBARGO JURISDICTION;

●

YOU ARE NOT GIVING AN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN THE
CROWDCONTRIBUTION FROM ANY COUNTRY UNDER UN-, EU-, SWISS- OR US
EMBARGO JURISDICTION.

4ART COMPANY WILL TAKE TECHNICAL MEASURES TO MAKE SURE YOU CANNOT
PARTICIPATE TO THE CROWDCONTRIBUTION FROM A COUNTRY UNDER UN-, EU-,
SWISS- OR US EMBARGO JURISDICTION ("BAN"). IF YOU, VIA TECHNOLOGICAL
AND/OR OTHER MEANS CIRCUMVENT THESE MEASURES AND 4ART COMPANY'S BAN,
4ART COMPANY AND ITS AFFILIATED ENTITIES WILL HAVE FULFILLED THEIR DUTY
AND WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR BREACH OF ANY UN-, EU-, CH- OR US EMBARGO
RESTRICTIONS ("BREACH").
IN CASE 4ART COMPANY OR ANY OF ITS AFFILIATED ENTITIES IS HELD LIABLE
ANYHOW DUE TO SUCH BREACH, YOU AGREE TO FULLY INDEMNIFY 4ART COMPANY
FOR ANY DAMAGE OR LOSS (INCLUDING REPUTATIONAL) INCURRED AS A RESULT OF
SUCH BREACH, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY PENALTY, ATTORNEY'S OR
COURT FEES.

